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WORK PARTY
We have a work party this Sunday 22nd at Fishers Green mainly on the river. We
have more timber etc for swim building. There is also wood chip to spread down, there
will also be litter pick and pruning to do.
Those that have agreed to turn up plus any others that want to get involved and learn a
bit about the river before the start of the season give me a ring, evening is best or
mobile daytime. Start 8.30am meet in the middle car park [first car park after the
power station]Combination on the gate is still 6358
Come prepared with gloves and if you have them secateurs, long arm loppers.
Phone now to book a place. 02085053215 or 07989817316
Weather looks good for the day
MEMBERSHIP
Our new season started April 1st so new membership cards are needed on all fisheries
All cards and the handbook must also be read and signed
FISHERIES

Passingford
Fishing really well plenty of Crucians, Rudd and the Tench are showing more than in
previous seasons. Fish light small hooks and bait [ corn, meat maggots]

Paradise
We have put in the Siltex now for plants we are planning on planting up this Tuesday 24 th
we have everything ready all we need is a few helpers for a couple of hours in the
morning as usual give me a bell.
Looking forward to restocking we want to know what members want in the lake

Paradise Fishery remains closed for now
Turnford
Some big fish have been coming out from all pits Boot pit continues to produce larger Carp
28lbs being owned up to but as with all the pits many catches are kept secret
Forty Hall Woodlands lake
Lots of Carp [to 18lbs]and Good roach[1.5lbs] are being caught.
Remember you must book before fishing here [no cost] speak in person no messages

Rivers
The Lea, the Relief channel the Coppermill stream the New River and the Royal Small arms
stretches are all set to open on the 16th June we will see how the dry weather has
effected them. Remember you need a separate ticket for the RSA stretch see your
handbook they will be going out in a weeks time.
I still want to know of any member not on line and therefore not getting this magazine, if you know of any
member in this position please ask them to give me a ring
Any information, comments, thoughts or if you have photos or items for sale you can use the link to get in
touch and I will try and transfer them to the web site and circulate in the newsletter
secretary@hollowanglingsociety.co.uk

See you on the bank

Mike Smith

